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Despite the sale of shares by
the Foreign Institutional
Investors (FIIs), the stock
markets not only were able to
withstand the shock but also
moved on to the next level. The
Retail Investors marched
ahead despite the monetary
policy tightening by global
central banks.
Sample this: the shareholding of Retail Investors on NSE
reached an all-time high of 7.32% at the end of the December
quarter. For the same period last year, the Retail Investors
exposure was at 6.90% . In the value terms, the Retail holdings
on NSE was record high at Rs 18.98 trillion, up by 4.54% from
the previous quarter.
The institutional investors normally stay away from mid and
small companies and this particular sector was dominated by
Retail Investors. The Retail Investors opened a record 10.23
million demat accounts in the December quarter, with an
average of 3.41 million each month. By end of 2021, a record
30.8 million demat accounts were opened, leading to an all-time
high of 80.6 million demat accounts.
In December quarter, the FIIs sold about US$ 4.8 billion of
equities, but during the same time the net equity inﬂows into
mutual funds was at US$ 9.3 billion. This clearly shows at delink
between FIIs bets and Retail Investors strategy.
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EY Acquires Christensen Advisory,
IR Advisory In Limelight!
Excerpts:

Diwakar Pingle,
Strategy & Transactions,
Investor Relations Advisory Practice, EY,
The landscape of Investor Relations (IR)
Advisory in India is undergoing a sea
change. its no longer dominated by a handful
of IR Advisory ﬁrms, thanks of to the growth
of capital markets in India.
Sample this: the global audit ﬁrm EY has
recently acquired Christensen Advisory.
Going forward the IR Advisory may not
remain a coveted aspiration of a handful of
professionals!
It may be noted that companies are required
to maintain strong, transparent relationships
with investors. This is where the IR Advisory
ﬁrms comes into play and they assist the
CEOs and CFOs to juggle with vast number
of tasks on a daily basis.
In a freewheeling interview, Diwakar Pingle,
Strategy & Transactions, Investor Relations
Advisory Practice, EY, shared his insights.

What, in your opinion, are the changes
that IR as an industryhas seen since you
began your career?
The Indian IR business has undoubtedly
matured as we have progressed from a
situation where only IT companies took IR
seriously to one in which companies from all
industries now do. The IT sector has been
the catalyst forincreased transparency and
disclosures, owingto institutional investor
interest in the sector. Thus, when it comes
toa full-ﬂedged IR department today,
IT/Tech companies have more established
practices compared to the other sectors.
Over time, the need has percolated down to
other industries, and India has climbed up
the value chain in terms of IR ofﬁcers'
acceptance across sectors and company
market capitalization.
Which clients, in your opinion, were
instrumental in Christensen's success?
I believe that the most signiﬁcant factor in
Christensen's success in the Indian IR
market is its ability to develop and maintain
strong and everlasting professional
relationships, nurtured by the best service
possible.While each of our clients
contributed equally to our success, longstanding clients such aseClerx, Mastek,
Biocon, Firstsource Solutions and Expleo
Solutions served as the cornerstones of our
practice. And each of these clients continues
to work with us – that's more than a decade
of working with clients in their IR efforts.
Apart from Buyside and Sellside, are
there any other important stakeholders in
IR for a corporate client?
While the market participants are crucial, I
believe the ecosystem, which includes the
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customers, vendors and shareholders,is an
important factor in how a company is seen
and perceived by the investment community.
Investors contact the aforementioned
players to do channel checks,making them
highly essential in an indirect way for IR
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Acquisition of Christensen by E&Y has
certainly become news. How do you read
this development?

I feel Acquihire by EY of Christensen's India
practice will be a win-win for all parties
involved and will act as a catalyst for the
growth of the IR profession in India. Most
Which EY services would IR be aligned importantly, our current and future clients will
with?
get access to a wide array of services and
In India the IR is a part of the Strategy & professionals with diverse skills and
expertise.
Transactions vertical.

G o i n g f o r w a r d w i l l I R p l a y a Lastly what kind of value addition do you
complimentary role to E&Y's core see in IR going forward especially under
the umbrella of E&Y?
business -assurance business?
EY offers many more services than just EY has ongoing relationships with a wide
assurance. As a leading consulting ﬁrm, it variety of clients across sectors,the
provides various services across assurance, potentialof IR to complement or augment its
c o n s u l t i n g , l a w, t a x , s t r a t e g y a n d services vastly enhance the overall package
transactions, and helps businesses grow, that EY can offer a client.
transform and operate. EY aspires to build a
better working world by helping create longterm value for clients, people and society and
building trust in the capital markets.
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Is The Investor Mightier Than The
Regulator ?
observations:

Pravin K Ujjain, CEO, AR Insight
Investor-powered decadal shift towards
ESG reporting
A routine annual conversation with a
(hospitality) client, yesterday afternoon,
opened a series of reﬂections. The customer,
having released their maiden ESG Report in
2021, was contemplating to migrate to
Integrated Report instead of releasing two
separate reports. The consultants advising
them belonged to the ivy league. My
informed reﬂex, however, suggested
otherwise.
Listening to us and our observations of the
global trends, the customer got mighty
confused. We wereadvised to make a more
brushed up suggestion, backed up with
factual data on trends. And here we were,
burning midnight oils once again…
scavenging through recently published nonﬁnancial reports from global hospitality
brands.
Having ﬁrmed up our informed advisory to
that client, I chose to convert these insights
into an article, for a larger public good.In
case you too are confronting this 'Integrated
or ESG' report conundrum, this article is
meant to illuminate the reality with credible
data and discernment.
We did analyse publicly available nonﬁnancial reports of 28 hospitality businesses
from across the globe. Here go key

·

Out of 28 companies, the split
between ESG and Integrated Report
was 20:8

·

With sole exception of Accor
(France), remainder 7 Integrated
Reports came from emerging
markets - South Africa (3), India (2),
and a report each from Sri Lanka and
Mexico

·

20 Sustainability reports came from
USA (8), Hong Kong (3), India (2), and
a report each from China, Germany,
Singapore, Sweden and Thailand

These freshly spotted trends indicate of ESG
reporting gaining momentum over a similar
study that we undertook a year ago (on
pharmaceuticals sector). We surely are
entering into an era of serious non-ﬁnancial
reporting, one that dares the corporations to
bare their heart and mind, on the top of ageold baringof their wallets and war chests.
It helps to consider the chronology of nonﬁnancial reporting before crystal-gazing into
its future. The ominous threat of climate
change, in the later half of nineties,
contributed to awakening of corporate
conscience towards mindless exploitation of
nature and its bounty.
The founding of GRI (Global Reporting
Initiative), in Boston in 1997 and its
relocation to Amsterdam ﬁve years
hence,led to two critical developments. The
ﬁrst was the birth of Responsible Business
Report. In a more critical second
development, Europe (continental) sealed
its lead over a balanced and wholesome
9
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The timing was ripe for converging the databased and principles-based reporting option
into a more wholesome principles-driven
data-oriented approach. ESG reporting, an
idea whose time had come, started
Another development, at the mid-point of this
germinating around 2017/2018. It was at the
25-year timeline, was the foundation of IIRC
same time when United States opted out
(International Integrated Reporting Council)
(temporarily, though) of Paris Climate Pact.
in 2010. By this time, GRI's measurable databased reporting framework has evolved to From being viewed as an act of kindness,
GRI3 and 200+ global corporations were then, to a critical business imperative, now,
a l r e a d y r e p o r t i n g t h e i r s u s t a i n a b l e the acceptance of environmental and social
development journey of 10+ years, at accountability has come a long way. For
least.IIRC, in 2013, presented a principles- corporations seeking global markets, capital
based framework as against GRI's data- or technology, ESG reporting will become an
based framework. In the absence of any obligation and not just an option.
universal, binding or evolving framework, And the signs are becoming ominous. In 14
IIRC's proposition left the interpretation of its calendar months since January 2021, 50+
novel (complex) principles open to reporting corporations have released sustainability
companies and their consultants.
reports under a speciﬁc 'ESG' title. While
The pre-Covid corporate world can be development of a universal ESG reporting
largely arranged under three lots from a framework is still at a nascent stage, nearly a
dozen ESG rating frameworks are
reporting standpoint:
luring/intimidating the early adopters. More
1. The sincere and mature corporate attention and energy shall be invested in
reporters that continued evolving their helping companies understand their ESG
operating and monitoring frameworks risks and obligations and prepare their
towards better environmental and transition to their responsible best selves.
s o c i a l p e r f o r m a n c e s . T h e s e Awarding ranking or rating on a sincere
companies greatly stayed away from subject such as ESG shall wait for a few
IIRC proposition, and came from years, in my view. Or alternatively, a
developed markets (sans USA, to a differentiated evaluation framework shall be
greater extent) and progressive deployed for companies, depending on the
global corporations from emerging stage or maturity of their sustainability
markets.
journey.
2. A new mass of non-ﬁnancial reporters It would be very interesting to see how does
that preferred a principle-based route the non-ﬁnancial reporting universe evolves
over a data-based one. Referrals from by the turn of this decade. The punter in me is
a handful of emerging market putting his money behind two separate
regulators helped add momentum to r e p o r t s - A n n u a l R e p o r t &
Integrated Reporters' tribe grow.
ESG/Sustainability Report. Integrated
3. Corporations from the USA remained Reporting, having served its purpose well, is
aloof to Integrated Report, with a headed into oblivion. Arrival of a universal
handful of GRI-based sustainability framework for ESG reporting, as and if it
reports kept rolling out from the happens, will make the deal sweeter.
country.
While regulators ought to centre local
I I R C ' s a d d e d m o m e n t u m e x p a n d e d priorities before packaging it with a global
environmental and social consciousness outﬁt, global investors aren't bound by such
manifold. On back of mass transitions in limitations. ESG reporting, hence, won't fall
countries like South Africa and Sri Lanka, the prey to divisive excuses.
overall count of non-ﬁnancial reports More power to Investors and the collective
breached the 1000 mark.
ESG push!
corporate reporting. As GRI celebrates its
silver jubilee in 2022, a ubiquitous push from
global investors is herding companies
towards ESG reporting.
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Onshore Trading In US Stocks
Now A Reality!
issues a receipt against them. Hence
custody of DRs is held in GIFT City. This
offers some regulatory comfort to those
unfamiliar with foreign brokers. However this
comes at a cost as DRs need to be created
and held.
On the BSE front, owing the tieup with
international brokers, the investors get to
access to the gamut of stocks listed in the
US, not just the top 50.
Indian retail investors will be able to transact
under the LRS framework of RBI which
permits Indians to remit up to $2,50,000 per
ﬁnancial year.
Those interested may open a demat account
at the IFSC. At present, a total of 36 brokers
are registered with the exchange. Once the
demat account is made, one would be
required to transfer funds from local bank
account to NSE IFSC registered broker's
bank account. Once the fund reﬂects in the
A FLURRY OF ACTIVITIES is being
broker's account, an investor would be ready
witnessed in stock market circles these days
to trade in NSE IFSC receipts.
as one can now do onshore trading in US
stocks!
NSE's NSE- IFSC and BSE's India-INX,
operating out of GIFT City IFSC, have made
international stocks now available to Indians.
While the NSE has created Depository
Receipts (DRs) in GIFT City, BSEis
facilitating as an intermediary platform where
the investors transfer money from India to the
US.
While both models allow 'fractional
investing', meaning that you can buy less
than one share of a company, the models are
different.
On the NSE IFSC's front, it has created has
created the DRs for eight large US
companies in the IFSC and will extend the
same to about 50 largeUS companies soon.
The DR is created by a market maker who
buys the underlying shares in the US and
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Executive Ladder - IRO To CFO!
Hearty Congratulations to Dinesh Thapar on
making a superb career transition by
becoming a Chief Financial Ofﬁcer (CFO) for
Bajaj Auto Ltd. He will be an inspiration to all
the Investor Relations Ofﬁcers (IROs)!

General Manager | Head of Treasury,
Investor Relations and M&A
Feb 2014 - Apr 2016, 2 years 3months
Mumbai Area, India.
General Manager | Head of Investor
Relations
Apr 2012 - Jan 2014, 1 year 10 months
Mumbai Area, India.
Financial Director/CFO & Head of Supply
Chain, Kimberly-Clark Lever JV Company
Feb 2010 - Mar 2012, 2 years 2 months
Pune Area, India.

Dinesh Thapar

Chief Financial Oﬃcer
Bajaj Auto Ltd.
Mar 2022-Present - 1month
Pune, Maharashtra, India.

Group Chief Financial Oﬃcer
Reliance Retail
April 2019 - March 2022, 3 years
Mumbai Area India.

Corporate Audit Manager (Americas)
Jul 2008 - Jan 2010, 1 year 7 months
USA.

Regional Commercial Manager
Aug 2005 - Jun 2008, 2 years 11 months

Senior Buyer
Apr 2003 - Jul 2005, 2 years 4 months

Investors Relations Manager
Apr 2002 - Mar 2003, 1 year
Hindustan Unilever Limited
20 years 7 months
Vice President - Finance
May-2016 - April 2019, 3 years
Mumbai Area India.

Management Trainee
Oct 1998 - Sep 1999, 1 year
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Investor Relations Is Strategic
Function Seated In Hearts Of CEOs
climbed up the corporate ladder. Ravin Modi,
former IR Head, Marico, is now with Future
group in the capacity of CFO. Another
interesting eg is that Uday Baldota, the
former IR Head of Sun Pharma, went on to
become CFO and is now currently heading
the US arm of Sun Pharma in the capacity of
its CEO!

Sivaram Mallela,
Adviser, IR Society
Investor Relations is hot, more so in India Inc
which has realised the value of effective
Investor Relations (IR). In a freewheeling
interview with Sivaram Mallela, adviser,
Investor Relations Society (former member of
Governing Board, ICFAI), shared insights of
Investor Relations.
Excerpts:
Q): What have been the broad trends in
the recent past?
A): India Inc. has realised the value for
Effective IR. As they say the proof of pudding is
in eating, the IR Professionals are getting
rewarded handsomely by India Inc.
Q): Is IR now a much sought-after job in
India Inc?
A) : For pro-active companies, IR is a strategic
function seated in the hearts of the CEO. No
wonder then that some IR professionals have

Q): Well that's always the case of proactive companies, but what about rest of
India Inc ?
A): Rest of India Inc too is gearing up, at a
slow pace though. They are unfortunately still
looking at IR as a cost centre without realising
the fact that the market rewards Companies
with IR with higher PE multiples and such
companies enjoy higher goodwill too.
Q): Is it necessary for Companies to hire
IR Professionals ?
A): There are two types of IR: one, the
compliance-related which is mandated by
SEBI. The other part is voluntary. Some proactive companies also engage with IR
Consultants/Advisors who deliver the IR
Services at a lesser cost than hiring a fulledged IR professional.
Q): What role does IR Society play ?
A): We create IR Awareness in various ways.
We have so far partnered with BSE, Thomson
Reuters, KPMG, Bloomberg, BNY Mellon,
and IR Magazine, in recognising IR Activities
being undertaken by India Inc by of Awards.
This apart, we also conduct a Certication in
IR with BSE Institute.
Q): What are the end-benefits of IR ?
A) IR helps improve Goodwill by ensuring that
there is a resource person available 24/7
providing information leading higher market
capitalization.
28
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Q): But even a market operator provides
these benefits, don't they?
A): A market operator can drive the stock
values without the support of fundamentals
which is a gross violation of ethics in capital
markets. However, an IR professional can
help improve the stock value by doing the
gap analysis and conveying the true value to
the investors. Besides he is always available
to the investors with valuable information,
unlike operator who is not concerned with
either the industry inputs not
Q): Can you share some of the
highlights of Certificate in Investor
Relations ?
A): We are currently offering a one month
program Online with BSE Institute. The
participants make an online payment to BSE
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Institute. Study material and CD is couriered
from our end. This is followed by an hour
audio call lecture with senior investor
Relations practitioners from different listed
corporate entities. Such lectures are held
during the weekends and at least 3 to 4 such
audio calls are conducted during the
weekends.
This is followed by an online test and
certicates carrying both BSE Institute Logo
and IR Society Logo is given. This is not all
regular the successful candidates are also
given free membership to the IR Society.
Q): Any new offerings ?
A): We have recently launched: a) Reading
Financial Statements; b) Maintaining
Stakeholders Relations C) Online workshop
in technical analysis.

For Information
Email: ir@ir-india.com
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Stock Market View

Gurdarshan Singh
Stock markets veteran with over
two decades of institutional broking
experience.
Nifty closed at 17245 level, though made a
high of 17442. Technically, the entire band of
17400 – 17530 is a resistance zone. Markets
look tired as of now, hence it faced
resistance at 17442 and due to the selling it
faced at higher levels couldn't sustain and
closed at 17245, happens to be it's support
zone (minor) 17000 – 17200, while major
support is near 16870 – 16950.
Nifty is trading above 200 day moving
average on the daily charts. On RSI, we can
see some negative divergence in the hourly
time frame, though it is not very signiﬁcant.
Nifty needs to clear this range of 16870 17530, if it closes above 17530 with a big
green candle (and high volumes) and
sustains at higher levels for a couple of days,
then we may expect some ﬁreworks.
On the ﬂip side, if Nifty happens to close
below 16870 with high volumes, and
sustains at lower levels, it would signify
weakness and we may be heading for a new
low.
In option chain analysis, we can see highest
OI at 17500 followed by 17600 call option,
while on the put option the highest OI is at

16500 followed by 16700. While PCR is at
0.51, which again indicates that it is highly
oversold.
Similarly for Bank Nifty the broad range is
35400 – 37000. If it closes above 37000 with
a big green candle (and high volumes) and
sustains at higher levels for a couple of days,
then we can witness further spike, as at the
breakout the bears will be covering their
shorts.
Though volatility has subsided marginally,
but may rise if we happen to break this range
on either side.
FII, which has been on a selling spree since
mid Oct'21, seems to have taken a pause
and might well start accumulating.
Boiling Crude which had been a concern, is
near it's resistance levels. In the last one
month of war, Nifty is up by 6% and so is Dow
Jones, while Hangseng has given a
negative 4% return. During the same period
crude is up by about 30%, Natural Gas
+12%, Coal 36.9%, Wheat 24.8%, Corn
10.7%. Geo-political tensions seems to
have subsided, as the prices have started
cooling off.
Considering all the above factors, for now
bias remains bullish, unless we have some
big negative news coming in, markets
should take support at lower levels and
bounce back.
In my view, safe traders should wait for the
break of this range, on either side. While
risky traders may do intra-day trades, rather
than carrying overnight. It is advisable to
trade less, take only those trades which are
highly probable.
Disclaimer : Please do your own due
diligence before buy / sell or check with your
ﬁnancial advisor. Equity investments are
subject to market risks. This article is only for
educational & learning purpose. The views
shared above are author's personal views,
therefore neither he nor this magazine is
responsible for your ﬁnancial losses/proﬁts if
any. The author is not a SEBI registered
analyst / investment advisor.
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ONLINE WORKSHOP IN

Line Chart

Bar Chart

Candlestick Chart

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS
Program Highlights
Basics of Technical Analysis
Trends, Candlesticks, Patterns, etc.
Major Indicators & Oscillators.
Risk Management
Trading Strategies.

Targeted Participants
Graduates / Post Graduates / Working
Professionals / Housewives.

Faculty
Working Professionals from leading
companies.

Teaching Methodology
Supply of Study Material
Explanation through Audio /
Video calls (Zoom), 8 Sessions
over 4 Weekends.
Online evaluation.
Workshop Certiﬁcation.

Contact for more details
Email: ir@ir-india.com
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The Certication in Investor Relations empowers participants to understand companies
domain and effectively communicate with Institutional Investors and Research Analysts
thereby improving the Shareholders Wealth
Important highlights of the 1 month programe include 4 weekly interaction with different
Industry Leaders, Study Material, CD, Online exam and Joint Certication Programe with
BSE Institute.
About Us:
Investor Relations Society a member in Global Investor Relations Network, also holds
Annual Investor Relations Awards for India Inc. It has so for associated itself with entities like
BSE, Bloomberg, BNY Mellon, KPMG, Thomson Reuters and Deutsche Bank.
BSE Institute is a wholly owned subsidiary of Asia’s oldest and World’s fastest stock
exchange The Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE)

For enquiries contact:
Email: ir@ir-india.com
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Corp.Ofﬁce: Investor Relations Society
Spaces Inspire Hub, Level 1&2, Western Heights,
JP Road, Andheri West, Mumbai - 400053.
Email: ir@ir-india.com
Website: www.ir-india.com

